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Relating Computation and TimeMathai Joseph, Asis Goswami�University of WarwickAbstractIn this paper, we examine the relation between the actions of a computa-tion and the nature of time associated with the execution. Using a methodsuggested by Whitrow, we �rst de�ne an instant of time in terms of com-putational actions and then show that the set of such instants is isomorphicwith the reals provided it satis�es certain well-known properties. Some ofthese properties can be derived from a straightforward de�nition of actionsand their ordering, but we also provide necessary and su�cient conditions forproving the denseness of the set. We then show how di�erent assumptionsabout computations relate to the requirements for denseness. From this, itcan be seen that the apparent choice between representing computational timeby a discrete domain, an arbitrary dense domain and the real domain, for ex-ample, is really a choice between di�erent computational models.Keywords: time, denseness, computation1 IntroductionThe relation between time and computation has attracted some recent attention,largely through work on de�ning semantic models for real-time programs. However,the nature of this relation is of wider interest because of its e�ect on computationalmodels in general.Consider the execution of a distributed program in which each process can reada `local' value of time, represented as a real number. Let the local time of eachprocess be measured in the same units, start with value 0 when the process beginsexecution, and have the usual properties of increasing monotonically and uniformly.�Address for correspondence: Department of Computer Science, University of Warwick, Coven-try CV4 7AL. This work was supported by research grant GR/D 73881 from the Science andEngineering Research Council. 1



In such a program, Clock is an alarm-clock-like process which loops waiting for itslocal time to equal the successive values taken by its variable T ick. Assume that thetime taken to execute a command is suitably small when compared to the waitingtime of this process.Clock :: T ick := 1; �[when T ick = Localtime1 do T ick := T ick + 1]X is a similar process, but the waiting time of its loop is halved for each succes-sive iteration.X :: Halftime := 1; Inc := Halftime=2;�[when Halftime = Localtime2 do Halftime; Inc := Halftime+ Inc; Inc=2]In the parallel composition ClockkX, what is the value of Halftime whenT ick = 2 ? Will the value of T ick ever become 2 ?These two questions (and others of this nature) illustrate some of the hazards ofusing the mathematical properties of a continuous time domain to hide the naturallimitations in arbitrarily dividing \real" time. If we make the common assumptionthat independent actions in di�erent processes in a distributed program can occurarbitrarily close together in time, then although computations are `discrete', thetime of their execution must be represented as some dense domain. But it must alsobe assumed that there is a lower bound to the execution time of any instruction,for if this is not the case, in the program above Halftime will approach but neverbecome 2 (rather like a computational equivalent of Zeno's paradox of Achilles andthe tortoise). On the other hand, if there is a �xed lower bound to the executiontime of any command, it can be assumed without much loss of precision that theexecution times of all commands are multiples of this (or some other) amount andthe time can be expressed in natural numbers; in this case, the value of Inc willeventually become smaller than the lower bound. How then is a choice made betweenrepresenting time by a dense or a discrete domain ?Quite independently of such considerations of time, Hewitt and Baker [4] dis-cussed this problem and Best [3] pointed out that without some restriction to en-sure �niteness, a `Zeno machine' can be used to solve the Halting problem. With aslightly di�erent objective, the temporal logic model proposed by Barringer, Kuiperand Pnueli [2] contains an axiom of Finite Variability by which only �nitely manycomputations can take place in an �nite interval (this axiom enables them to dis-tinguish between �nite and in�nite stuttering). The spirit of this axiom has beenfollowed in some timed semantic models (e.g. Reed and Roscoe [8]) which repre-sent time using the reals and, while placing no lower bound on the closeness intime of independent actions in di�erent processes, limit a process to performing a2



�nite number of operations in a �nite interval. However, the choice of a dense orderfor time is by no means universal and Milner [7], for example, has argued that byappropriately choosing the level of granularity, a discrete domain can be used fortime. And even where a dense domain has been chosen, there is no consensus aboutwhether this should be the reals, the rationals or an arbitrary dense domain.In the world represented by the laws of physics, time is continuous and can thusbe represented by the reals. The question then is how to relate discrete computa-tional actions, which by their nature have granularity, with well-established physicaltheories of continuous time. However, this problem is not unique to computationand Whitrow [11] describes how from the work of Russell [9] and Walker [10] itis possible to obtain a continuous time domain from an appropriate de�nition ofinstants of time. A crucial aspect of this work is that time is de�ned in terms ofactions, not conversely; this contrasts with the view so far taken in computationalmodels, where actions are laid out in some order over a pre-ordained domain of time.In this note, we show how a real domain of time can be derived from a de�nitionof computational actions. We make use of the account given by Whitrow [11] andde�ne instants of time in terms of computational actions. The set T of such instantscan be shown to be isomorphic with the reals provided it satis�es certain well-knownproperties. Some properties can be derived from a straightforward de�nition ofactions and their ordering and we also provide necessary and su�cient conditionsfor proving the denseness of T . We then show how di�erent assumptions aboutcomputations relate to the requirements for denseness. From this, it can be seen thatthe apparent choice between discrete time, dense time and real time, for example,is really a choice between di�erent computational models.2 A Model of ComputationAssume that an execution of a program consists of a set of actions; an action can beconsidered as the execution of a terminating command in a program and so someactions may be performed sequentially and some in parallel. Let ACT be the set ofall actions.An action a precedes another action b (a � b) if b does not start before a termi-nates (but the beginning of b may coincide with the termination of a). Two actionsa and b overlap if a does not precede b and b does not precede a. The relation `�'on ACT is irreexive and antisymmetric. It is also assumed to satisfy the followingcondition, called Walker's postulate ([10, 11]):8a; b; c; d 2 ACT : (a � b ^ b � c ^ c � d) ) (a � d)3



where `�' (overlaps) is a relation on ACT de�ned by8a; b 2 ACT : a � b , :(a � b) ^ :(b � a)Note that `�' is symmetric and reexive, so Walker's postulate leads to the transi-tivity of `�' and thus `�' is a strict partial order on ACT .It will often be necessary to deal with sets of actions and relations similar to theprecedence and overlapping of single actions can be de�ned for sets of actions. LetA and B be subsets of ACT . Then A precedes B (A< B) if8a 2 A : 8b 2 B : a � band A overlaps B (A�B) if 8a 2 A : 9b 2 B : a � bNote that `�' is not symmetric. If A< B then(X � A ) X < B) ^ (Y � B ) A< Y )For any action x, let the set After(x) consist of all actions which terminateafter x has terminated. Similarly, let Before(x) be the set of all actions thathave started before x. Assume that the relations representing these functions areirreexive, antisymmetric, and transitive. For A � ACT , de�neAfter(A) = ( ACT if A = �Ta2AAfter(a) otherwiseBefore(A) = ( ACT if A = �Ta2ABefore(a) otherwiseLet `a' and ``' denote the relations `right-aligned' and `left-aligned' respectively.Action a is right-aligned with action b (i.e. a a b) if a terminates no later than band b terminates no later than a. Formally,a a b , a 62 After(b) ^ b 62 After(a)Similarly, a ` b , a 62 Before(b) ^ b 62 Before(a)The relations `a' and ``' are symmetric and transitive, and have the following prop-erties.a) 8a; b; c 2 ACT : [(a a b) ^ (c 2 After(a))] ) [c 2 After(b)]b) 8a; b; c 2 ACT : [(a ` b) ^ (c 2 Before(a))] ) [c 2 Before(b)]4



3 InstantsThe precedence relation over actions, and the property of overlapping, suggests thateach action has some `duration'. Informally, two actions can be said to overlap iftheir durations overlap. But it is not possible to go further than that and talk aboutthe extent of the overlap without introducing a metric over these durations, i.e. tointroduce a notion of quanti�ed time. A start can be made in that direction byintroducing the idea of an instant, de�ned entirely in terms of sets of actions.An instant of time can be considered as a durationless point in the time domain;it is de�ned as a set-theoretic `cut' in ACT . Formally, fA;Bg is a �-cut ifA 6= � ^ B 6= � ^ A< B^ 8c 2 ACT : (8b 2 B : c � b) ) c 2 A^ 8c 2 ACT : (8a 2 A : a � c) ) c 2 Band (A;B) is then an instant.Some of the important properties of sets of instants follow from the propertiesof an instant; e.g. since a domain of time composed of such instants cannot haveany smaller elements, such a construction of time will be in the real domain i� theset of instants satis�es the properties associated with real numbers.If (A;B) is an instant and X � ACT , then(X < B ) X � A) ^ (A< X ) X � B)Let T be the set of all instants obtained from ACT . A precedence relationon T can be de�ned as follows. An instant t �= (A;B) precedes another instantt0 �= (A0; B 0), written as t < t0, if A is a proper subset of A0 or if B0 is a propersubset of B. If A = A0 then B = B 0, and the instants t and t0 are equal (t = t0).The notation t � t0 stands for the formula t = t0 _ t < t0.The set T of instants is isomorphic with the set of real numbers if it satis�es thefollowing axioms ([1, 11]):A1. (T;<) is a dense total order with no least and greatest elements.A2. Any nonempty subset of T that is bounded above (i.e., has an upper bound)has a least upper bound (or, alternatively, any nonempty subset of T that isbounded below has a greatest lower bound).A3. T contains a denumerable subset F such that between any two instants of Tthere is at least one instant in F . 5



Whitrow [11] has shown that (T;<) is a total order and that it satis�es AxiomA2.Using a proof similar to that outlined by Whitrow, it can be shown that if (T;<) isdense then it also satis�es Axiom A3.Let Z be the set of all integers. A bijection � from T onto itself is called a timeprogression, or simply a progression, if it satis�es the following conditions in which,for positive integer n, ��n = (��1)n, ��1 is the inverse of �.T1. 8t 2 T : t < �(t)T2. 8t; t0 2 T : [t < t0 ) �(t) < �(t0)]T3. 8t; t0 2 T : 9k 2 Z : �k�1(t) � t0 < �k(t)]Condition T3 states that no chain in ff�n(t) j n 2 Zg j t 2 Tg is bounded above orbounded below. A progression � is said to be slower than another progression �0(� < �0) if 8t 2 T : �(t) < �0(t)Consider a totally ordered set (�; <) of progressions for which8t1; t2 2 T : t1 < t2 ) [9� 2 � : �(t1) < t2] (1)Since T is dense (by assumption), such a set of progressions exists.Let I be any (possibly in�nite) initial interval of the set of positive integers.Since T is dense, given any t0; t1 2 T such that t0 < t1, we can construct a chainC �= ftr j r 2 Ig of instants where t0 < tr+1 < tr, for r = 1; 2; : : :. Note that C isbounded below (t0 is a lower bound of C). Then, by Axiom A2 for instants, C hasgreatest lower bound, say � .De�ne subsets �(r;�) of �, for r 2 I, by�(r;�) �= f� j �(� ) < trgFrom property (1) of �, the set �(r;�) is nonempty.To show that T has a denumerable subset for which between any two instantsu;w in T there is an instant in that subset, suppose u < w. By property (1) of �,there is a progression � in � such that �(u) < w. Since u < �(u) (property T1 ofprogressions), it follows that u < �(t1) < w (2)Now consider the chain C. Since � < �(� ), �(� ) cannot be a lower bound of C(because � is the greatest lower bound of C). Hence, there is some tn 2 C so thattn < �(� ). For some progression �n from the set �(n;�), �n(� ) < tn. Since tn < �(� ),6



this gives �n(� ) < �(� ) which implies that � cannot be slower than �n. � is totallyordered, so �n < �, i.e. 8t 2 T : �n(t) < �(t)Thus, �n(u) < �(u), and since �(u) < w (result (2)), it follows that�n(u) < w (3)From property T3 of progressions, for some k 2 Z�k�1n (� ) � u < �kn(� ) (4)Since �k�1n (� ) � u, we deduce �kn(� ) � �n(u). This together with the result (3)implies that �kn(� ) < w. From the result (4) we then obtainu < �kn(� ) < wThe subsets of instants �kn(� ) is denumerable, since p and n are both integersand � is �xed. Therefore, there exists an instant which lies between any two instantsof T and the set of such instants is a denumerable subset of T .4 Denseness of TWe have so far proved that (T;<) is a total order and that it satis�es axioms A2and A3 provided that (T;<) is dense. Hence (T;<) is isomorphic with the set ofreal numbers if it can be shown that it satis�es the remaining part of Axiom A1,i.e. that (T;<) is dense and that it has no least or greatest elements.Consider an action x. Let A0x, B0x be subsets of ACT for whicha) A0x is the maximal subset of ACT containing x so that 8a 2 A0x : a 62 After(x)b) B0x is the maximal subset of ACT for which A0x < B0xLet C 0x be the maximal subset of (ACT � (A0x[B 0x)) for which C 0x<B0x, Ax = (A0x[C 0x) and Bx = B0x. Then, provided that Ax and Bx are nonempty, fAx; Bxg is a�-cut in ACT and x+ �= (Ax; Bx) is an instant.Consider any instant t �= (A;B). T contains another instant t0 so that t < t0 i�there exists an action x 2 After(A) and an action b in ACT so that x < b (t < x+if this condition holds).Theorem 1 The set T of instants is dense i�8x; y; x0; y0 2 ACT :[[x � y ^ x0 � y0 ^ :(x0 � y)]) [9x00; y00 2 ACT : x00 � y00 ^ x00 2 After(x) ^ y00 2 Before(y0)]]The proof is given in the Appendix. 7



5 Actions and ComputationsAt one level, the relation between an action and a computation can be simplyde�ned: an action is an execution of a �nite (i.e. terminating) program command.If the time associated with computation is to be in the real domain, then the actionsderived from computations must be capable of producing a set of instants which isdense.To examine how program actions can result in a dense set of instants it is neces-sary to consider denseness in sets of actions. First, de�ne intervals in sets of actionsas follows. Let A be a set of actions. For any a; b 2 A such that b 2 After(a), letthe set A[a; b] consist of all actions of A that do not terminate before a or after b.i.e. A[a; b] �= fc 2 A j a 62 After(c) ^ c 62 After(b)gThe set A[a; b] is an interval of A. When no confusion arises, we shall omit thepre�x `A' from the notation A[a; b] for intervals.A set A of actions is �-dense (or overlap-dense) in A[a; b] i� for any action c 62 Awhich lies in the interval (A [ fcg)[a; b], there is some action d 2 A which does notterminate after c and c does not terminate after d.8c 62 A : (c 2 (A [ fcg)[a; b]) ) (9d 2 A[a; b] : c a d)Assumption 1: Fixed Command ExecutionThe execution of a command is modelled by exactly one action which bears a �xedrelation to all other actions in the program.This is the simplest assumption that can be made about the execution of a commandand it corresponds to the assumption that each command has a �xed execution time.Since in any program of �nite size, there can be only a �nite number of commandsexecuting at any instant there can only a be a �nite number of actions overlapping)at any instant. From Assumption 1 it follows that the set of actions in any singleprogram execution is not �-dense. However, a number of di�erent assumptions canbe made about commands and their execution and, as will be seen, some do lead toa computational model in which the set of actions describing all possible executionsof a program is �-dense.In any single execution of a program, an action represents one �nite executionof a program command. Due to the physical processes involved (e.g. gates withvariable delays, buses with variable transmission times, etc.), each such execution isjust one of a set of possible executions and it is not possible to determine a prioriwhich of these executions will occur. A model of computation must consider allpossible executions of a program. 8



Lemma 1 A set A of actions is �-dense in [a; b] only if for all x; x0 in [a; b] forwhich x0 2 After(x), there is some x00 2 A for whichx00 2 After(x) ^ x0 2 After(x00)Proof: Follows from the de�nition of �-denseness and the property of `a'. 2For any command C executed in isolation, i.e. not in composition with anyother command, let ACT (C) denote the set of all actions of C. Assume that, in anycontext of execution, C has an earliest action cmin and a latest action cmax, whereACT (C) \ Before(cmin) = �^ [8b 2 ACT (C) : cmin 62 After(b)]andACT (C) \ After(cmax) = �^ [8b 2 ACT (C) : cmax 62 Before(b)]For any two commands C and D, let cmin in ACT (C) be left-aligned with dmin inACT (D).Assumption 1a: Denseness in Execution of Primitive CommandsFor any primitive command C, the actions in ACT (C) are left-aligned and the ter-mination point of these actions is densely dispersed, i.e. for any primitive commandC, ACT (C) is �-dense in the interval [cmin; cmax].Although ACT (C) is �-dense by assumption, in isolation it produces just one in-stant. More instants can be produced i� one or more actions of the command precedesome other actions. Such a precedence relation on actions is obtained through thesequential composition of commands.In the sequential composition C1;C2 the starting and termination points of anyaction inACT (C2) must be shifted, or delayed, by the same amount. For a commandC, let Shifted(C) be the set of all actions generated by all possible ways of shiftingthe actions in ACT (C).Assumption 2: Sequential CompositionLet C1 and C2 be two commands and C the sequential composition C1;C2. IfShifted(C2; C1) is the maximal subset of Shifted(C2) in which the starting pointof any action coincides with the termination point of some action in ACT (C1), thenACT (C) = ACT (C1) [ Shifted(C2; C1)Thus, sequential composition does not introduce any `holes' between the executionof its constituent commands and one action starts immediately after the termination9



of the previous action. This provides an important result | if the set of actions ofan in�nite sequential composition is �-dense, then the condition of Theorem 1 issatis�ed and the set of instants derived from that set of actions is dense. An in�nitesequential composition leads to a �-dense set of actions.Consider the sequential composition C1;C2. Based on Assumption 2 the set Aof the actions of this sequential composition is �-dense in the intervals [c1min; c1max]and [c2min; c2max]. However, as the following lemma shows, A is not �-dense in theinterval [c1max; c2min ] if c2min 2 After(c1max).Lemma 2 Let a set A of actions be �-dense in the intervals [a; b] and [c; d] wherec 2 After(a); if A does not contain any action e for whiche 2 After(b) ^ c 2 After(e)then A is �-dense in [a; d] i� c 62 After(b).Proof: only if: Assume that A is �-dense in [a; d]. Suppose c 2 After(b). Sinceboth b and c are in the interval [a; d], from Lemma 1 there exists an action e in Asuch that e 2 After(b) ^ c 2 After(e)But this contradicts the hypothesis. Hence, c 62 After(b).if: Suppose the hypothesis of the lemma holds. Consider any e 62 A so that e 2(A [ feg)[a; d]. Since c 62 After(b), e 2 (A [ feg)[a; b] or e 2 (A [ feg)[c; d]. SinceA is �-dense in both [a; b] and [c; d], there exists an f 2 A such that e a f . Hence,A is �-dense in [a; d]. 2To show that the set of actions of an in�nite sequential composition is �-denseeverywhere, consider the termination dispersion of a terminating command C. Thisis a measure of the distance between the earliest and the latest termination pointsof the executions of C. Assuming that intuitive meaning of the length or durationof an action, for any primitive command E, let min(E) and max(E) be the lengthsof the actions emin and emax respectively. The termination dispersion �C of C isa) (max(C)�min(C)) if C is a primitive command, andb) �C1 + ((max(C2)�min(C2)) if C is the sequential composition C1;C2 and C2is a primitive command.Let C(i;n) be the sequential composition Ci;Ci+1; : : : ;Cn; i � n. The setACT (C(1;n)) is �-dense from Ci onwards if, for any b 2 After(cimin), ACT (C(1;n))is �-dense in [cimin ; b]. 10



Theorem 2 Let C be the in�nite sequential compositionC1;C2; : : : ;Ci; : : :where each Ci is a terminating primitive command; then there is some �nite k suchthat ACT (C) is �-dense from Ck onwards.Proof: Let D0 be any terminating primitive command. Then ACT (D0) is �-dense.From Lemma 2, the necessary and su�cient condition for the set ACT (D;D0) ofactions of D;D0 to be �-dense is min(D0) � �D. The proof of this theorem isbased on this result.�C(1;i) increases monotonically with i. Since all the components of C are termi-nating primitive commands, there is some �nite k such that min(Ci+1) � �C(1;i)for all i � k. Hence, ACT (C) is �-dense from Ck onwards. 2Theorem 3 If D is a primitive command such that �D � min(E) for any primitivecommand E then, for any command D0, ACT (D;D0) is everywhere �-dense.Proof: Similar that of Theorem 2. 2Assumption 3: Parallel CompositionLet C be the parallel composition C1kC2; thenACT (C) = ACT (C1) [ ACT (C2)If a set A of actions is �-dense in an interval [a; b] then, for any c 62 A, the setA [ fcg is �-dense in the interval (A [ fcg)[a; b]. So the set of possible executionsof C1kC2 is �-dense wherever the sets of possible executions of C1 and C2 are �-dense. This parallel composition rule models the case where the �rst commands ofall parallel components begins execution simultaneously. Let this be Assumption 0.An alternative is to assume that the starting points of the �rst commands in theparallel components can be delayed arbitrarily within a limit; let this be Assumption0a. The e�ect of making this assumption is similar to that obtained by adding tothe start of each Ci (i = 1; 2) a primitive command Ei for whichmin(Ei) = 0 ^ �Ei > 0LetM be the longest of the lengths of the earliest actions of the primitive commands.Letmaxdelay(C) be the greater of �E1 and �E2 . From Theorem 3, ifmaxdelay(C)�M , then ACT (C) is everywhere �-dense. Thus, a su�cient condition for the set ofactions obtained by sequential and parallel composition to be everywhere �-dense11



is that either the termination dispersion of a primitive command or the delay in thestarting of a parallel component is greater than or equal to M .Components of a program executed in parallel usually communicate with eachother by sending messages. With synchronous communication, a message is trans-ferred by executing the sending command and the receiving command simultane-ously. Such communication is consistent with Assumption 3. But if the communi-cation is asynchronous, there may be an arbitrary delay between the despatch of amessage and its receipt. If C! is a sending command and C? its matching receivingcommand, then with asynchronous communication the possible executions of C? willspan an interval [cmin?; cmax?]. Let this be Assumption 4. As was shown for sequen-tial composition, it can be shown that after a �nite number k of communications,the set of actions is everywhere �-dense.6 Range of Execution ModelsThere are, of course, many di�erent assumptions that can be made to relate com-putation with time. The assumptions chosen above are fairly basic and it has beenshown how they lead to denseness in the set of possible executions of actions, andthereby to time represented by a dense domain. The table below shows how theassumptions interact to produce di�erent representations of time. The conclusionsin columns 3 and 4 have been proved above or can be derived by similar reasoning.Starting Assumption Other Assumptions Set of Possible Actions Time0 1 + 2 Discrete @1a + 2 Dense after a �nite <number of commands1 + 3 Discrete @1a + 3 Dense after a �nite <number of commands4 Dense after a �nite <number of commands0a 1 + 2 Partly dense <1a + 2 Dense after a �nite <number of commands1 + 3 Dense if maxdelay(C)�M <Partly dense otherwise4 Dense after a �nite <number of commands12



When `translated' into the more familiar association between commands and exe-cution times, one common conclusion from the table is that a real number represen-tation of time is needed when (from Assumption 0a) the relative starting times ofdi�erent parallel components in a program are comparable to the execution time ofcommands, or when the execution times of commands have a continuous dispersion.7 DiscussionThe choice between representing time by a dense domain or a discrete domain clearlyfollows from the assumptions made in the model of computation. However, whetherthe dense domain should consist of all the reals, the computable reals, the rationalsor an arbitrary dense domain is a more di�cult question, and one for which theanswers depend on further assumptions. If the physical processes, which have beenassumed here to be the cause of the dispersion of the execution times, can producetimes which are rational or irrational, then computations will take times which are inthe real domain; given the nature of the equations governing propogation and delay,and the inherently statistical nature of many of the processes, a rigorous approachmay require computational time to be represented by the reals. And in the sameway that, for example, the area of a circle is speci�ed in a way that may not leadto a computable real quantity, the speci�cation of time may need to assume that ittakes values from the whole real domain. However, the limitations of measurementand the lack of e�ect of minor variations in time may make it possible for simplerdomains to be used.Throughout this paper we have assumed that commands have uniform execu-tions, i.e. that the duration of a command and any dispersion in durations isindependent of the context in which the command is executed. This assumptionleads to the expected uniform nature of time.One argument given for the use of time in the real domain in real-time systemsis that the physical processes being observed and controlled by the system are oftencontinuous, rather than discrete. However, the observations and control commandsof the system can only occur in synchrony with the execution of commands by thesystem, and therefore they will lie in the same domain of time as the other actionsof the system.Lamport [5] has considered interprocess communication in some detail and, mak-ing use of time in which clocks run continuously (i.e. have values which are di�er-entiable), he shows how timestamps can be used in clock synchronization problems.In a later paper [6] he associates a global time model with time in the real domainand shows how a model of a system execution can be de�ned in terms of a mapping13
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[5] L. Lamport. Time, clocks, and the ordering of events in a distributed system.Communications of the ACM, 21(7):558{565, 1978.[6] L. Lamport. On interprocess communication: Part I: Basic formalism. Dis-tributed Computing, 1:77{85, 1986.[7] R. Milner. Calculi for synchrony and asynchrony. Theoretical Computer Sci-ence, 25:267{310, 1983.[8] G.M. Reed and A.W. Roscoe. A timed model for Communicating SequentialProcesses. In Lecture Notes in Computer Science 226, pages 314{323. Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, 1986.[9] B. Russell. On order in time. In Proceedings of the Cambridge PhilosophicalSociety, vol. 32, pages 216{228, 1936.[10] A.G. Walker. Dur�ees et instants. Revue Scienti�que, 85:131{134, 1947.[11] G.J. Whitrow. The Natural Philosophy of Time. Clarendon Press, Oxford,1980.9 AppendixTheorem 1 The set T of instants is dense i�8x; y; x0; y0 2 ACT :[[x � y ^ x0 � y0 ^ :(x0 � y)]) [9x00; y00 2 ACT : x00 � y00 ^ x00 2 After(x) ^ y00 2 Before(y0)]]Proof: (only if): Suppose T is dense. Let x; y; x0, and y0 be actions such thatx � y ^ x0 � y0 ^ :(x0 � y)Consider the instants x+ �= (Ax; Bx) and x0+ �= (A0x; B 0x). We have y 2 Bx. Sincex0 62 Ax (because x0 does not precede y) and x0 2 A0x, we have x+ < x0+ (becauseT is a total order). Now T is dense, so there is an instant t �= (A;B) such thatx+ < t < x0+. Consider any action x00 in the non-empty set (A � Ax) and thecorresponding instant x00+ �= (A00x; B 00x). Since x00 62 Ax, x00 2 After(x). We now showthat there is an action y00 such that x00 � y00 ^ y00 2 Before(y0).The instant t cannot precede x00+, because if it does, then x00 cannot be in A andthis contradicts the selection of x00. Since T is a total order, we have x00+ � t and,15



hence, x00+ < x0+ (because t < x0+). Since B0x � B00x, the set (B00x � B 0x) is nonempty.Consider any action y00 in this set. Since y00 2 B00x, we have x00 � y00. It now remainsto be shown that y00 2 Before(y). Suppose y00 62 Before(y). Then x0 � y00 (becausex0 � y0). Consequently, y00 2 B0x which also contradicts the selection of y00. Soy00 2 Before(y).if: Consider instants t �= (A;B) and t0 �= (A0; B 0) such that t < t0. We show that9x00 2 After(A) : 9y00 2 Before(B0) : x00 � y00 (5)Suppose that the condition does not hold. Then for any x in A and any y in(B � B0), since y 2 B, x � y. Now consider any x0 in After(A). Since y 2Before(B0), from the negation of condition 5 we have :(x0 � y). Since, for anyy0 2 B0, x0 � y0, the actions x; y; x0; y0 satisfy the premise of the condition of thetheorem. Hence, there exist x00; y00 2 ACT such thatx00 � y00 ^ x00 2 After(x) ^ y00 2 Before(y0)But, y0 is an arbitrary element of B0. Therefore, since y00 2 Before(y0), such ay00 can be selected from Before(B 0), and condition 5 holds. Thus the negation ofcondition 5 leads to a contradiction. Therefore, condition 5 holds.Now consider the instant x00+ �= (A00x; B 00x). Since x00 2 A00x and x00 62 A, we havet < x00+. Also, y00 2 Before(B0). Thus, y00 62 B0 and, consequently, x00+ < t0. So aninstant x00+ exists such that t < x00+ < t0. 2
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